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From 1971 to 1993, the apparitions of the Mother of the Eucharist took place in silence and confidentiality.
In those years, the Bishop Claudio Gatti and the visionary Marisa Rossi were formed and led in the mission
by Our Lady and since 1986, by God’s will, has been formed a cenacle of few people called to prayer and
testimony; some of them were also allowed to participate in the apparition.
On June 20, 1993 Our Lady brought a message that caused fear and dismay: "My little children, it's time to
get groups of people to you (...) God the Father wants it, after twenty-two years of silence and concealment".
Even in that occasion our Bishop and Marisa completely abandoned themselves to God’s will, although they
were aware of the sufferings, the criticisms and nasty they would have faced, as announced by Our Lady.
"The task of my two children is very beautiful in the eyes of God as it will be for humble and simple people,
but because of the proud and arrogant men it will be very tough". (Letter of God, 27th June 1993)
On October 24, 1993 the public apparitions of the Mother of the Eucharist began, an extraordinary gift
willed by God for the good of souls. Our Bishop, a few months before, had informed the ecclesiastical
authority, that is unique in the history of the Church, presenting a first collection of the messages of the
Mother of the Eucharist. The title Mother of the Eucharist, unknown in the Church for twenty centuries,
began to be known and spread only after the apparitions and revelations of Our Lady to the visionary
Marisa Rossi.
Just ten years later, in May 2003, Our Lady herself announced the triumph of the Mother of the Eucharist
in the Church and in the world: "Everyone knows the Mother of the Eucharist, everybody knows the Bishop
ordained by God, Mons. Claudio Gatti, and the visionary Marisa Rossi. Who is silent, or those who say they
do not believe, they do it only out of jealousy. (...) Your greatest joy must be this: together with the Mother
of the Eucharist you are known all over the world. Jesus the Eucharist is loved more, many, many people
have begun to do Eucharistic adoration, to adore my Son Jesus". (Letter of God, May 29, 2003)
By God’s will, the feast of the triumph of the Mother of the Eucharist is celebrated every year by our
community on October 24, the day of beginning of the public apparitions, a date that assumes a great
importance also in the history of the Church.
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Once again, the Lord leaves us perplexed and dumbfounded because his course of action is
completely different from the way men act. Today we find this concept properly described in
the Gospel passage recounting the Presentation of Jesus at the Temple. The entry of God in
his Temple was already prophesied by Malachi with particularly triumphant tones and
description.
Thus says the Lord God: "Look, I am sending my messenger who will clear the path before me;
suddenly the Lord whom you are seeking will come to his temple. The messenger of the covenant in
whom you take delight is coming, says the Lord of heavenly forces. Who can endure the day of his
coming? Who can withstand his appearance? He is like the refiner’s fire or the cleaner’s soap. He will
sit as a refiner and a purifier of silver. He will purify the Levites and refine them like gold and silver.
They will belong to the Lord, presenting a righteous offering. The offering of Judah and Jerusalem will
be pleasing to the Lord as in ancient days and in former years". (Mal 3:1-4)
This is what Malachi says, meaning that if we were to translate into reality the concepts
presented in the Gospel, we would have to find a completely different description of what we
read, that is, only two elderly people became aware of Jesus' entrance into the temple.
When the time came for their ritual cleansing, in accordance with the Law from Moses, they
brought Jesus up to Jerusalem to present him to the Lord. It’s written in the Law of the Lord,
“Every firstborn male will be dedicated to the Lord”. They offered a sacrifice in keeping with
what’s stated in the Law of the Lord, A pair of turtledoves or two young pigeons. A man
named Simeon was in Jerusalem. He was righteous and devout. He eagerly anticipated the
restoration of Israel, and the Holy Spirit rested on him. The Holy Spirit revealed to him that
he wouldn’t die before he had seen the Lord’s Christ. Led by the Spirit, he went into the
temple area. Meanwhile, Jesus’ parents brought the child to the temple so that they could do
what was customary under the Law. Simeon took Jesus in his arms and praised God. He said,
“Now, master, let your servant go in peace according to your word, because my eyes have seen your
salvation. You prepared this salvation in the presence of all peoples. It’s a light for revelation to the
Gentiles and a glory for your people Israel.”
His father and mother were amazed by what was said about him. Simeon blessed them and
said to Mary his mother, “This boy is assigned to be the cause of the falling and rising of many in
Israel and to be a sign that generates opposition so that the inner thoughts of many will be revealed.
And a sword will pierce your innermost being too”. There was also a prophet, Anna the daughter of
Phanuel, who belonged to the tribe of Asher. She was very old. After she married, she lived with her
husband for seven years. She was now an 84-year-old widow. She never left the temple area but
worshipped God with fasting and prayer night and day. She approached at that very moment and
began to praise God and to speak about Jesus to everyone who was looking forward to the redemption of
Jerusalem. When Mary and Joseph had completed everything required by the Law of the Lord, they
returned to their hometown, Nazareth in Galilee. The child grew up and became strong. He was filled
with wisdom, and God’s favor was on him. (Lk 2:22-40)
Where are the triumph, glory and where the armies? A young mother and a young father of
modest economic conditions bring their child to fulfill the prescribed law. They cannot offer
much for the sacrifice, they give some doves, what their meager finances would allow.
Nevertheless we are the blind ones, unable to read and see in the events the manifestation of
the glory and power of God. How much difference there is between man and God! When a
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Bishop enters in his Church or his diocese, he is surrounded by other brother bishops, is
welcomed by the highest local authorities and by a multitude of celebrating people. I
attended the solemn ceremony for the beginning of the pontificate of John XXIII and was
puzzled and shocked. The Pope was being conducted on the gestatorial chair with his
flabella, those great fans at each side that were used by eastern rulers to be refreshed, with
silver trumpets, cheers, hosannas, the corps of noblemen marching past and hundreds of
bishops preceding the Pope. Liturgy itself realized that this joyful and triumphant procession
could induce the newly elected Pope to manifestations of pride and arrogance and to avoid
this, sometimes, during the papal procession, they would stop and raise a cotton wool soaked
in spirit which was then set alight, and to the newly elected they would say: "Holy Father, thus
passes the glory of the world", it is just a flame and nothing remains thereafter. I insisted on this
point, to show the extreme difference between the act of us humans and God, who often
leaves us perplexed and dumbfounded. Yet, that is the way He acts. Bethlehem is a clear
manifestation of what I have said; thirty years of Jesus’ life when he lived in Nazareth show
exactly that. Even the Resurrection of Christ underlines the teaching that God has no need of
human triumph.
Instead, the eyes of the Mother saw what escaped the eyes of the people who were in the
Temple. When baby Jesus, in the arms of his putative father, entered the Temple, this was
filled with an exceptional divine light. The angels welcomed the Son of God by singing
hymns and hosannas, the Father manifested and certainly Mary heard his voice, the same
voice that at the moment of Baptism and Transfiguration will say: "This is my beloved Son,
listen to him”. Probably, I wish to think so, Joseph also witnessed some of these divine
manifestations, but we are not aware of this, except what we know from private revelations
and from the book of "Life" titled "You are Mother of the Eucharist", that Our Lady dictated to
Marisa. Light is God, enters the Temple, defeats and drives away the darkness from men who
thought they were smart and self-sufficient. He made us understand that you must accept the
light of God to act with an upright conscience, convert and go back to God. I wonder if this
light that came with the Son of God in the Temple, is now present in His Church. John, the
disciple whom Jesus loved in a special way, the one who leaned his head on His chest, in the
prologue of his Gospel is saying: "The light came to his own people, and his own people didn’t
welcome him" (Jn 1:11). Christ was not accepted by the Jews who lived in his time and,
unfortunately, he is still not be accepted by those who should be heralds of His word and
prosecutors of his mission, those who proclaim the Word of God to the world. Today the
Church is again in darkness because men love triumphs and address them, solely and
exclusively, to themselves. What happened during the last diocesan Eucharistic procession
drove the Mother of the Eucharist to raise, with suffering, a lamentation. No "Hosanna" or
"cheers" was raised when Jesus the Eucharistic was going by. When the current Pope was
going by, and this also happened with previous popes, the crowd would shout: "Long live the
Pope". I wonder how it is possible that that in the presence of Christ, of God, of the Most Holy
Trinity, you pontiffs still allow people who should be educated and trained, to elevate to you
"Cheers" and "Hosanna". This means that the Church is actually devoid of true light. Who
recognized the light? Who recognized the Messiah in that small child? The representatives of
the humble, the representatives of the last ones, the elderly, the weak, the marginalized.
Today the same situation occurs. Only those who are represented by Simeon and Anna
welcome and open to Christ, and we are among them. We welcomed Him and we have not
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been afraid of being hit, tried and condemned when professing worship and veneration for
Him because man must recede and disappear in the presence of God. Even the highest
authority, before God, must bow just like the last representative or member of the Church.
This is why I say: as in the past Christ was recognized by the last ones, today Christ is
welcomed and accepted by the last ones, but the time will come for His triumph.
I see a deep connection between the entrance at the Temple of Baby Jesus and the entry into
Jerusalem of Jesus Messiah. On that occasion there were triumphs, cheers and "Hosanna", and
this year we too will repeat such actions. Who are the characters of this triumph? Once again
the small ones. Their noises bother the ruling class who asks Christ to silence them and the
words of Jesus, once again, send them into a tailspin: "I tell you, if they were silent, the stones
would shout" (Lk 19:40). By saying this, God implies that He does not need us, or any human
triumph. The generals of the Roman Empire, after having gained victory, would return home
on the chariot in a triumphant procession and leading, in shackles, overthrown rulers and
losers. God does not need this. Even in the most humble and simple way, in that moment it is
always God acting and the most humble, small or tiny act of Christ is infinitely greater, more
powerful and more important than the most significant action of the highest authority. Once
again, the Gospel is a stumbling block for those who do not accept it, once again the Gospel
confuses those who approach it only with human pretensions.
The Christ sitting, thirsty and tired, near the well, the Christ who shows to be exhausted
under the weight of the cross is the same Christ triumphing in the Transfiguration in the
presence of three people. If we humans would celebrate our triumphs as those who have
gone before us we would fall into the same mistakes, but God adapts and gets close to human
mentality and promises that if we desire the triumph according to human law, mentality and
customs, He will grant it. He will do so because we are men, He understands us because He
created us. God does not need all this fuss, for He is infinitely superior and before Him
everybody bends their knees, in silent and reverent adoration.
This is what Simeon and Anna have taught us today. Now you understand the words of
Jesus: "I assure you that if you don’t turn your lives around and become like this little child, you will
definitely not enter the kingdom of heaven" (Mt 18:3). When you knock on the door of Heaven to
be welcomed, the visit card to show St. Peter must include the following words only: "I am a
servant of Jesus Christ", to those who have written: "I am Pope, theologian, king or Emperor",
unfortunately the door will not open but sealed and sent elsewhere. Even if you are
perplexed by such an act, do accept it, I am telling you this at a time when I am particularly
tired and exhausted. This is, unfortunately, the way to salvation and to meet God, as all other
paths will lead away from Him.
In Christ, Way, Truth and Life, we will soon meet in the Eucharist, we profess our full
support and we answer as Peter did: "Lord, where are we going? You only have words of eternal
life".
Praised be Jesus Christ.
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The liturgical year is divided into several periods and some of them are special and specific
and are called "special times" such as Advent and Lent. They are called "special" because they
prepare the celebration of the greatest mysteries of Christianity: the Incarnation, birth,
passion, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. In the celebration of Christmas and Easter,
proceeded by the Sacred Triduum, Thursday, Friday and Holy Saturday, is contained the
whole Christological mystery.
How do we prepare to meet God? How do men prepare to meet at an audience a powerful or
famous figure, a Pope, a king, or a bishop? Those who are called at the audience do not
improvise a talk, on the contrary, they study the most suitable words and learn them by heart
in order to be lucid and clear, they also choose the most suitable dress. And with God?
Unfortunately the meeting with God on the part of men is always cared less. Who cares to
prepare to meet God in the Eucharist, at a Mass, at the recitation of the Holy Rosary, in
prayers?
Just think that some Saints have been teaching people how to prepare to pray.
It seems absurd, but this is not done. In this world we are bombed by noise, notifications, ads,
sounds; and how can you go from the moment of confusion to a time of peace and silence? It
takes a preparation which, let's face it, nobody does. To prepare to meet God, you must
fathom your heart to see if it is clean and honest. You need to examine your own conscience,
consider the spiritual condition of your own soul before approaching God with prayers. Do I
live in a state of grace? Am I firmly united to God or is my soul stained by sin?
My dear, the spiritual life is not child's play, the spiritual life is a strong commitment, it is the
greatest commitment that can ever be. Today, however, this commitment is often associated
with moments of escape and fun.
The main reason why our community is not growing in number, especially among the former
young people, is the fear of commitment. We have a reputation for being demanding in the
spiritual life: it is difficult to live in the grace of God and observe the Commandments, to live
a daily sacramental life together with a strong prayer. My beloved, these commitments, which
are the basis of Christianity, are not respected today, even by those who should teach them by
word and by example. We see priests involved in everything but sanctifying their own
vocation.
Today, at last, they talk about the Eucharist, the importance of approaching Jesus, but the
previous step is missing: to live in a state of grace and respect the Commandments. Let us
launch in the Church a new great crusade, that of living in a state of grace and to live
Christianity with the best effort. Here is the importance of Advent and Lent as well.
The call to conversion is also true for us, already committed, and believe we have given so
much but in the light of what I have said, we could have given much more.
From the book of the prophet Joel.
The Lord said: "You can still return to me with all your heart, with fasting, weeping and wailing.
Don’t rip your clothes to show your sorrow. Instead, turn back to me with broken hearts, for he is
gracious and merciful, slow to anger, of great love, ready to repent of the evil". Who knows whether he
will have a change of heart and leave a blessing behind him, a grain offering and a drink offering for the
Lord your God. Blow the horn in Zion, demand a fast, request a special assembly. Gather the people,
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prepare a holy meeting, assemble the elders, gather the children, even nursing infants. Let the groom
leave his room and the bride her chamber. Between the porch and the altar let the priests, the Lord’s
ministers, weep. Let them say, “Have mercy, Lord, on your people, and don’t make your inheritance a
disgrace, an example of failure among the nations. Why should they say among the peoples, ‘Where is
their God?’ ”Then the Lord became passionate about this land, and had pity on his people. (Joel 2:12-18).
In the first reading, prophet Joel uses bright and very clear expressions in explaining that the
conversion of a person cannot be attributed to human merit, but the initiative of all
conversions always starts from God.
Remember the parable of the workers who, at different times, are called to work at the
owner’s field, but receive the same reward? This is the conversion and the Lord sets the
timing for all men. Remember: the call to conversion is not reserved to elite, but embraces all,
for the initiative belongs to God. However, the response depends upon men: "Si vis", "If you
want”. This expression is present many times in the Gospel and is the keystone to get in the
authentic, true, genuine conversion.
How is it that a corpse can walk? Only if God intervenes there is resurrection. Jesus, to Jairus’
daughter, a ruler of the synagogue, said, "Talitha cumi" which means, "Little girl, I say to you,
arise" (Mk 5:41) and facing the tomb of his friend Lazarus shouted loudly: "Lazarus, come out!"
(Jn 11:43). To pass from death to life you need resurrection, which always requires a
miraculous intervention of God. Each of us should put here a votive offering, for graces
received, when a blind man regained his sight, when a deaf man recovered his hearing or
somebody seriously ill is healed. But I believe that the most beautiful, most valuable votive
offering that each of us should offer the Lord is the spiritual offering, i.e. the gratitude and
gratefulness because we have been resurrected from the death of sin due to God's
intervention.
This spiritual resurrection must be protected, defended and strengthened with prayers and
good deeds and even with fasting. Furthermore the penance in eating what you do not like, in
some respects, I myself have experienced it, it is much harder than just fasting on bread and
water. In fact, eating what the palate rejects and does not like is much harder and we have to
do it because it strengthens and invigorates our soul. Therefore, in addition to prayer, this is a
way to give strength to our soul, but charity is also important. Now you understand why
yesterday, a day devoted to Eucharistic adoration, has not taken place here: in addition to
prayer and worship in your churches, you had to put beside them some good deeds, for
charity strengthens the soul.
We must not think just to our conversion even though this would be enough as it requires a
very strong and consistent commitment in order to be long-lasting. We must also look around
us, not to judge or condemn, but simply to help those in need. Today, unfortunately, the
Church needs the collaboration of all its good and honest children. My dear I assure you that
never as in these last days God is acting; the conversion is always God's initiative, but much
depends on that "Si vis".
Today the spiritual situation is blocked, actually we are even seeing a regression: we see good
priests, but weak, lacking in courage, who did not have the strength to oppose those higher
up in the hierarchy who impose on them certain bad decisions. They did not have the
strength and courage to profess the true adherence to God in respect of truth, but they hide
behind the so-called obedience. You know that blackmail must never be confused with
obedience. In fact, these higher ranking people do not represent God, for they have come to
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power through a series of compromises, blackmail and bad choices.
The Church today is like a sinking boat: God tries to remove the water to save it, but men
have fun putting continually rocks and boulders in its course, so the bow does nothing but
break against these rocks causing new leaks and openings. After showing you this sad
situation, I show you the way to recovery, it is shown in the prayer that we say before the
Holy Mass (the prayer for the Church written by Mons. Claudio Gatti on Aug. 5, 2007, ed.):
sacrifice and prayer. John Paul II too expressed the same idea with different words: "The
Church will be born again from the blood of his children", the Church is always reborn through the
blood, tears, sacrifices and penance of its children.
So if we want to save the Church, we have to engage personally with love, prayer, good
deeds, big and small sacrifices and penance.
Here is the importance of Lent: Christ rises at Easter, but also the mystical body of Christ, the
Church, must resurrect; if only Christ would have risen and not the mystical body, we would
live and celebrate an incomplete and partial Easter. That's why to this Lent, in preparation for
Easter 2008, I attach great and enormous importance because with Christ also the mystical
body must resurrect. I have the duty and authority to say it, for this I ask you a daily
commitment that should not be limited to what is strictly personal, but must extend to a
broad horizon embracing, tightening and uniting the whole Church.
The rebirth and triumph of the Church depends on the commitment of each of you. No one
should feel excluded or exempted from this commitment. Give your best because the
commitment is great, the task is enormous, but the goal is sacred, that's why the Lord
addresses the humble, small and simple people. I entrust you with the fate of the Church.
Powerful men are too busy cultivating their interests, working for their own triumphs,
showing what they are not; these words of Christ apply to them: "They have received their
reward in full" (Mt 6:2). Although many men are queuing and following them, with hosanna
and cheers, God, who reads the hearts, knows that this triumph lasts the space of a day, it is
ephemeral.
Today God is only interested in the triumph of His Church and to cooperate to this triumph
He does not call the powerful, but once again He calls on the small and humble people, so
that the action and intervention of God may shine with a full light.
Today, and I am closing it, we need a personal and individual holiness; the more we nurture
our personal holiness the more we can be certain that the Church is holy, and its members can
become saints.
Cheer up, come on, do not get disheartened: the commitment is huge, exhaustion is
frightening and this responsibility shakes our knees, but we are not alone, God is with us.
And if God is with us, what do we fear, who is going to frighten us?
It will come a time when, before God, even the crowns will roll on the ground, scepters will
disappear, miters will be reduced to dust and ashes, the pontifical and episcopal trappings
will be burned because they are filthy, full of pride and arrogance and new fabrics, new
trappings, a new life, a new existence will succeed after them.



OOggi Today the homily is inspired by the Magnificat that is sung to the Virgin Mary. Let
us dwell on the expression "lifted up the lowly". If I have to talk you about a humble person, I
am going to talk about Bernadette: she is a tangible example of humility. God turns his
attention to a child whose life had been and would continue to be extremely troubled, both
economically and from the point of view of her health.
In the early years of her childhood, Bernadette’s family, from the economic point of view, was
not too bad, but, for a variety of reasons, poverty befell on them. Then her family was forced
to live in places increasingly dilapidated, until they moved to the one where they lived when
the apparitions started and where they continued to live for some time after their beginning.
Their home was a true and real hovel, a former prison, very damp, which greatly harmed the
already precarious health of this girl. Few people know that at an early age Bernadette was
also hit by the plague and to cure her wounds, her family, as they did not have financial
resources, used empirical methods that were handed down by the peasants of that time:
energetic rubbing with straw, a painful but very effective cure. Bernadette recovered from the
plague, but her body remained weakened and was attacked by bone tuberculosis, which
invaded her body and together with asthma caused by that damp dwelling, would fly her,
just 35 years old, to her great joy and her great desire, to Heaven.
Bernadette, though illiterate, was not, as commonly thought, a stupid, silly girl, quite the
contrary, she was intelligent, she had a practical intelligence. Clearly, when encountering the
aridity of theological questions that were present in the catechism of that time, she had a hard
time answering, because she did not understand the abstract questions she was asked and the
questions would shun away from the mentality of this child. Bernadette has had a hard life,
she struggled to grow and also met various humiliations because in order to bring home
some money to help her parents, she was at the service of some wealthy families who lived in
the town of Lourdes. On the morning of February 11, 1858, no one, not even the Pope, who
was then the Blessed Pius IX, imagined that in the Church would enter an avalanche of graces
and that nothing would be the same again. No one imagined that God would profusely lavish
strength, grace, energy, starting from an unknown village in the Pyrenees, and from an
apparition, actually, from eighteen apparitions to a 14 years old girl. The Pyrenees were very
cold, poor families of that time would warm up by the fireplace and then they needed to
stock up firewood. Bernadette managed to wrench from her mother the permission to go out
to gather firewood. Her mother, knowing the debilitating condition of her daughter, was not
keen to send her out in that cold day to gather firewood with her sister and with another girl.
No one was aware of the fact that Our Lady was waiting for her. Here, then, the surprise and
astonishment of this little girl who feels the wind and ponders (Note: All this reminds us of
God’s manifestation when Abraham is going to offer him the sacrifice. God does not show in a storm,
God does not show with thunderbolts and lightnings, but, as the Old Testament says, and in the New
one we find the same situation, just a small breeze waving the clothing and no trouble at all). And
here was Bernadette’s astonishment, to see this wonderful celestial creature she calls
"Aquero" namely, that one, as she will never say Our Lady. This creature appears to her in a
white robe, a blue girdle, a veil, two golden roses resting at her feet and a golden crown of
rosary in her hand. She does not say a word and they look at each other, the heavenly
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creature picks up the rosary; Bernadette understands that it is an invitation to recite it and she
recites it, but it is just Bernadette doing it because Our Lady moves her lips, but does not say
a word. The apparition ends in this way. Let us skip on what happened next but let us
wonder how Bernadette felt the strong desire to come back in the place where the apparitions
occurred. This is her recount: she felt, in fact, an overwhelming inner impulse that drove her
to the cave. She will return to the cave for another seventeen times. In total then there were
eighteen apparitions. I want to emphasize the great respect of Our Lady for a 14 years old
teenager, for a child, Our lady does not call her by first name but rather a more polite you.
Maybe even here Our Lady is adapting to the times and even using the local dialect. Those of
you who have been in Lourdes, may have noticed, under the statue of the Immaculate, the
white statue located in the interior of the cave, in the niche, there is no expression "I am the
Immaculate Conception", written in French, but in the patois dialect of that time. So we find
this adaptation of the supernatural to the natural.
Over the course of these eighteen apparitions not much talking occurred between Bernadette
and Mary who often showed up only to pray together. She will not say many things but the
words she will say will all be extremely important. It will be Our Lady asking and repeating
three times the invitation: "Penance, penance, penance, pray for sinners", she will promise
prophetically to Bernadette the same promise she addressed to Marisa: "I will not make you,
you all, happy on earth, but in Heaven". Our Lady also sends the little seer as an ambassador
to the parish priest of Lourdes who not even knew her. The priest was a grumpy yet honest
man, but Bernadette was scared, almost frightened by him. But Bernadette knows she has to
carry out her mission, picks up courage and goes on to say something that upsets the priest:
Our Lady says that we must build a chapel and go in procession to the place. Bernadette then
receives three personal secrets she will not mention to anyone, they are her personal secrets
and will remain as such. If you want to know them, ask her when we will go to Heaven, but I
think we will have something else to do and not go around looking for Bernadette and ask
her to tell us the secrets she received. The most shocking thing happens in the sixteenth
apparition. Bernadette, who was previously urged by priest Peyramale, asked, on other
apparitions, several times the name of this Lady. Our Lady did not reply. Instead, during the
sixteenth apparition, Bernadette asks her again three times, the third time Our Lady smiled
and said: "I am the Immaculate Conception". Bernadette understood nothing of what Our Lady
was saying at the time, the dogma was defined just four years earlier by Blessed Pius IX, but,
certainly, Bernadette was not aware of it, she could not have known. And it is on this occasion
that the reversal of the priest attitude takes place. The priest wanders: how can an ignorant
little girl, knowing no theology at all, say what she said?
What would have been the history and condition of the Church if it were not for the
apparitions of Lourdes 150 years ago? It would have been very different and dissimilar from
the current one; it would have been, even though today we live already in a critical and
negative situation, even more critical and negative. God, when working and intervening,
never leaves the situation in the same way that was before, but modifies and improves it. The
breadth, depth and intensity of change, depends on men, i.e. it will be different in proportion
to the number of men who accept God's intervention, so His intervention manifests  and
becomes real and visible to all. In the world of faith the situation would have been even
weaker if it were not for Lourdes. Not even Bernadette could have imagined this river of
grace that would enter the Church, but she was the chosen one to make it flow.
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For the Church is very important the experience of Bernadette when Our Lady tells her to go
to the spring and drink, which she thinks is the Gave River and, in fact, she goes towards the
river. But Our Lady calls her back and tells her to go right inside the cave. This left the
residents of Lourdes dumbfounded and the people present perplexed (Note: There was another
happening just a few days earlier. Our Lady asked Bernadette the same that she will be asking Marisa
in the future, to take the grass and eat it as penance). Then Our Lady says to her: "Fetch the water",
she replies that no water is in there, but Our Lady nods and she begins to dig and, after
digging a bit, the water starts to gush and Bernadette wets her face with it, and as there is
some mud, the face of Bernadette, who was a beautiful girl, gets dirty and this provokes
laughter. But is God interested in all this? Surely not.
This river, that is this spring, is a symbol representing the will of God. In fact, the water
flowing inside the cave, where the fountain was going to be built, will be miraculously
maintained and will not run out, while being modest. The water, which suddenly began to
spring up, immediately produced some great miracles, and it is the symbol of grace, the sap
that will flow in the Church. It is this sap, this grace, obtained by Mary’s intercession,
originating the big announcement in Lourdes but perhaps it was never sufficiently
emphasized. Often there were reminders to penance, but the manifestations of God’s mercy
and power should have been more emphasized.If God is healing men from physical ailments,
even more so God will work, and in Lourdes I myself witnessed it, spiritual healings.We have
an exclusive and privileged relationship with Lourdes. I did not know that at the end of July
1963, when going to Lourdes and placing my priesthood under Our Lady’s protection, there
they would prepare me and cast the net with which I would be captured later. In 1973, ten
years later, it was Our Lady telling to me and Marisa to go to Lourdes. We were in Taizé to
gain experience, pray and to live this ecumenical spirit but, while there, we were told to go to
Lourdes and I objected that we had no money to reach Lourdes. "Do not worry, open your
wallet and count the money", Our Lady replied, and on that occasion there was a sudden
presence of money that left me stunned and puzzled at the same time. Then we realized we
had to go to Lourdes. High above they knew what was waiting for us in Lourdes, as there
was a great director behind it. In fact, in that place there was the great call and the great
announcement: "You will be alone, you will not be understood, you will be persecuted by
everyone, including the ecclesiastical authority but in the end you will win". Right in Lourdes
they asked us to give our reply, our "Yes"; they wanted us to say our "Yes" or "No” at the
exchange of peace but they knew it would have been "Yes". During Mass I told Marisa, at the
exchange of peace, "Yes". In 1991 we returned to Lourdes and there began the story of Our
Lady’s book of life. That is what Lourdes is for us. In Lourdes, we are easily moved when we
see and touch the suffering of others, in particular, believe me, the suffering of children. It
hurts when you see a suffering adult, an elderly, but when you see the children, so many
suffering children, you cannot hold back tears, only through tears you can express your pain.
And so it was. So many prayers were said for these children, many pleas were addresses to
Our Lady, so she may heal the injuries in the limbs of these angels. Even in this circumstance
we find ourselves before the mystery of suffering, which must be accepted, and its
interpretation is extremely arduous and difficult. All pain and suffering are present there in
Lourdes under Our Lady’s cover and protection. What is Lourdes saying to the Church
today? What must say to the Church? Today is a special day, even the public television will
broadcast a program on the first network to commemorate this event, very important
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historically. A solemn ceremony was celebrated in St. Peter, a Eucharistic procession went
along Via della Conciliazione, until it reached the Basilica. They had celebrations, especially
in dedicated churches, here in Rome, to St. Bernadette and to Our Lady of Lourdes. Did God
approve all these rituals? There was spontaneity, loyalty and love from simple people, but
certain rituals have become, once again, for many clericals, a manifestation of vanity, conceit,
desire to excel, to be on a pedestal to get honor.
Let us dwell on the other expression of the Magnificat: "He casts the mighty from their thrones".
Before God we must follow Bernadette’s example, once the apparitions were over, after she
had decided to enter a convent, where eventually she died, she gave of herself an extremely
eloquent picture: "I am like a broom, when you need it to clean up, you use it, when you no longer
need it, you put it in a corner behind the door and no one will consider it worthy of a look". This is the
way we must be before God. Away with presumption and glory, let us try to overcome and
win the temptations of pride, more dangerous than those offending purity. Humility is a
more difficult virtue than purity; the fight against pride is more difficult than the struggle
against impurity because pride is within us.A great preacher while talking to some nuns, I
think in 1700, said: "Be pure as angels and full of pride as demons". So Bernadette is the example,
is the person who has to shout to the Church, to the Church hierarchy: humility and
simplicity. We priests should not celebrate Lourdes for others, we must think of Lourdes for
ourselves. We must ponder on the action that Our Lady asked Bernadette to perform, to eat
the grass, the action to clean or make her face dirty, according to interpretations; by now it
should be clear to us the sentence of Bernadette: "God lifted up the lowly". I can tell you a little
secret, on February 5 there was a long manifestation of God the Father, among other things
He spoke about the situation in the Church, how some people behave, with names, and I
asked him: "How do they react when confronted with this episcopal ordination?" He replied: "They
are corroded by envy and jealousy", and frankly I said: "My God, you know that I, especially before
your ordination, I felt I was nobody, I saw the others as better than me, more educated, more holy, more
intelligent and do you know what God said? That's why I chose you". I have told you a personal
secret so you may understand and apply it to your life: the commitment to be simple and to
be the last.
The humble person is the person who lives in peace because he is not motivated by envy and
jealousy, if he  sees the others to be better, he rejoices, if he sees the others to have what he has
not got, he is not upset. The truly humble man will never foster resentment, anger, annoyance
and irritation for anyone, the truly humble will not badly quarrel with others. That's why the
lesson coming from Lourdes can be enclosed in this word: humility. Some may argue: how
comes, didn’t Our Lady in Lourdes spoke of penance? But I say, humility. The Church, to be
born again, needs to take a bath in humility, remove all those trappings, vanities, all those
cravings and power that serve absolutely no purpose. Today let us pray Our Lady, the
Mother of the Eucharist, to teach us to live in humility and may she make it clear to her
beloved sons priests, from the highest to lowest in the hierarchy, the importance of being
humble, so there must be no desire to have a career. But if appointments to important
positions were to come, the desire to serve must be present within us. The humble one is light
and comfort for all brothers.Actually we are already in Lourdes, how many times Our Lady
said: "This is your little Lourdes". Today is the 150th anniversary of the apparitions and how do
they celebrate it? We too will celebrate it, but not through rituals, not through ceremonies, not
through ostentations, but through a radical change in our life leading us to live our call in a
humble and simple way.
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Oh Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, God One and Triune, we, at this time,
bow in silent and reverent adoration before You to shout our faith in the two
great mysteries that characterize Christianity: Unity and Trinity of God and You,
Lord Jesus, true God and true Man truly present in the Eucharist. Oh Lord, here
before us, truly and symbolically, are present all the realities that have filled, for
thirty-four years, our life,  Marisa’s and mine. You are there my Lord, You
Father, You Son and You Holy Spirit; there is the Eucharist, the Mother of the
Eucharist, truly present in body and soul beside her Son, represented for us, as
we cannot see her because God's plans are yet to be realized, by the wonderful
statue and by the relic I have laid at your feet. There is St. Joseph, the quiet man,
but so eloquent for us for all the times that he brought the letters of God, the one
who lived with his bride the torments of Calvary and was there present. Then
there are the Eucharistic miracles, represented by the painting, and these are
words of yours, my Lord, the greatest miracle of all the Church history. At the
foot of the altar there is the representation of today's reality: the innocence, love
and beauty of the Eucharist from where rivers and streams of living water that
transform the desert in wonderful gardens flow, rich with colorful flowers and
the ends of the earth that have been reached first by Mary’s action; here these
f lowers  indicate  that  our  Mother’s  act ion,  in  a  real  and myster ious way,
preceded and prepared her Son’s action. And finally, the bas-relief representing
the Last Supper, where her, after You only, Jesus, was the greatest and most
important character. At the institution of the Eucharist it was just right that the
one You called Mother of the Eucharist would have been present to welcome you
as she welcomed You at the time of Yes when you incarnated in her womb and
when, on Christmas Eve, You were born, leaving her virgin and unharmed. Here
my Lord, all these thoughts have flowed through my mind and I offer them to
my brothers; There is an immense richness in all these thoughts and reflections
for it is Your richness that is enriching our poverty, it is Your power that is
sustaining our weakness, it is Your love that is erasing our selfishness. My Lord,
if you had not been here with the Eucharistic presence, I ask myself and my
brothers, what would we be now without You? It is a question where the answer
must follow the silence of our own heart; what would be my life without Jesus
the Eucharist and what is my life with Him today. My Lord, You are our God
and we, Your children and Your creatures, raise our eyes to You and open our
hearts to our intimacy mentioning all our problems and You, Jesus, always
present, rests Your hand on our heart and give us, to our understanding, the
light to better understand Your plans and especially to accept them even when
they are hard on us. Make it possible, Oh Lord, that we may truly say with our
heart "My God, Thy will be done" because sometimes the human resistance is
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felt, threatening to paralyze us and preventing us from saying these words. Only
abandoning ourselves to You, or, as Dante says, in Your will, we will find our
peace and our fulfillment. We bow before You and acknowledge You as our God
and our Lord. Jesus the Eucharistic, take my words for what they are, I beg You,
my Lord, revive your Church at Your earliest, You have instituted it, You have
founded it. Unfortunately men are domineering it but the Church is Yours and
Yours only and we priests and bishops can just serve it and not claim possession
of it. My Lord, revive Your Church, make it return to the primitive spirit, do in
such a way that today’s Christians have the virtues of the Christians of that time
who welcomed your word through the education and teachings of the apostles
they loved, breaking the Eucharistic bread, feeding on it and showing mutual
love and were united in constant and perpetual prayer. In the today’s Church
there is too much individualism, too much pride and too much filth, send Your
Spirit to wash all these blemishes and to restore the face of the Church to that
purity and gleam that  was lost  because of  men’s  guil t  who betrayed and
exploited it. Jesus, what else can I tell You but to bless each of us; bless our
community, strengthens the good resolutions that are within us, support our will
that is sometimes faltering under the weight of the cross; grant us Your peace, let
us feel Your love and put into each one of us the ardent desire to be a witness of
Your Word and of Your presence for Your glory, for the rebirth of the Church,
for the salvation of souls and for our sanctification. Amen.
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Marisa - Oh my Mother! You are so beautiful!
Our Lady - Praised be Jesus Christ, my dear children. I feel a great emotion in my heart when I see you
altogether for the celebration of the 11 years of my apparitions in this thaumaturgical place. The entire
Paradise is here by my side. I invite you to pray for what it should come for your Bishop, but you
don’t have to think every day: "When will the victory of our Bishop arrive?". The times of God are not
the same as yours, the times of God seem to be very long for you, but for God they aren’t. If He has
sent me, during these 11 years for you, and, for many more years to your sister, must be for some
reasons.
God did not choose this little place only because I have to come and that’s all. He had completed so
many great labours, and most of all the Eucharistic miracles, happened in your sister’s hands, over the
plants, the flowers and the sacred articles. The greatest miracle happened during the Holy Mass, at the
moment of the consecration, when your Bishop elevated the host full of blood: it was Jesus bleeding!
God has performed the Eucharistic miracle to make you understand that Jesus is always with you.
This miracle happened after one year of the day that God ordained Bishop Don Claudio. First he has
been ordained Bishop and after one year the Eucharistic miracle happened; but as you know well, we
can do everything in the name of God, but, the ones who don’t believe still keep on not believing, and
those who believe make believe they don’t believe. The men of the Church say that it is impossible
that God ordained Bishop Don Claudio. After one year of his episcopal ordination, can the devil make
the Eucharist bleed during the consecration? Jesus the Eucharist can’t be with the devil. You must
understand that if Don Claudio has been ordained Bishop and after one year happened the greatest
Eucharistic miracle ever, this is God’s intervention.
As you can see, this is a little place, here don’t arrive people massively like in the other places where
did not happen any Eucharistic miracle, in those places there is no priest directly ordained Bishop by
God Himself. This episcopal ordination irritates and annoys, specially the clergy, but do not worry,
just keep going further on your way. I repeat again: God doesn’t disappoint, never! Times of God are
not the same as yours. For my two children many years have passed and they keep on going further,
even if sometimes they are very sad and they shout: "Please, God, do something!". Just think about
that: how can a priest, even if he was ordained Bishop directly by God, achieve such a great mission
alone? He doesn’t have priests around him and nobody is fully disposed at hundred percent. He has
his young people, and I want to thank them together with the elders, for the beautiful and emotive
vigil you have achieved. You took out a heavy weight for your Bishop; you have given him free time
to dedicate his time for other occupations. You know well how much he has to do to prepare the three
encyclicals. Myself, with my Angels and Saints, I enjoyed during the vigil yesterday evening. Probably
somebody was tired and feeling sleepy, but it is not a problem, We were very happy in Paradise, the
same way were happy the ones who were present. Today, you arrived to make such a beautiful
celebration that brings me emotion and Us emotions, isn’t it, my beloved husband Joseph? They know
how to do it so well, and I will like them to do it so always, in the grace of God. You will see from now
on how everything will become better. I am happy and today I do not have the cross behind me.
Recently, when I appeared, I always had the cross, but today I don’t have it and I am happy for
everyone and I pray for everybody.
Marisa - May I ask you to do something for Grandfather Amedeo and Andrea, a young girl?
Please give strength to Grandfather Amedeo, to his son and parents and for the curing of Andrea, but
I add: let it be according to your will, my God. I want to pray and suffer for all the ill persons,
especially for all the poor and ill children.
Our Lady - I understand what you want to say, little Marisa, and I am with you, but you said right: "If
it is God’s will". Everybody should always say, in moments of discouragement and depression, in
moments when you desire something and it doesn’t arrive: "May God’s will be done". Do not lose
your faith, the patience, the charity, and go further.
I wish you all a good feast that you should not celebrate only today, but always, in family, in the
community, and wherever you are. Eleven years! Of all children present, nobody is eleven. Think
about, I have come here for 11 years and in fact I am older than the children.
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Marisa - But you are so beautiful, you are always very beautiful. Yes! For the Bishop?
(Our Lady speaks secretly regarding the future of the Bishop)
Today we still say: "But when will it arrive?". We say that because we are human creatures, we are not
Saints of Heaven. Yes, we still waiting, and we wait that God opens his beautiful eyes over all of us,
protects everyone of us, our families and everyone who has real need of his help, most of all graces
and conversions.
Our Lady - Pray for the conversion of your dear ones: first of all the conversion and then the health.
Look, little Marisa, I am smiling at you with Jesus, with my beloved husband Joseph and all the Saints
around Me. There are even many children.
Marisa - They are all prostrated!
God the Father - Here I am, I am God, your God! Me too, I have come to congratulate Myself with you,
may not only this, but every day be for you a bigger feast. To you, my dear, sweet and saint Bishop, I
say: "Courage, I will never abandon you, stay quiet". You know which is the way you have to walk,
and have faith! I like to thank you regarding the way you are teaching the Bible, the Gospel, you
prepare everything with great care, but you have also the help of Jesus. Is a shame that not all can
come and listen, understand and know the Bible and your comments.
I am your God and as God I see everything, I know your souls and the souls of everybody in the
world, from the Pope to the smallest priest, and from the adults to the young and the children.
Marisa - It brings such a joy to hear You, but I can’t see You.
God the Father - And you will not see Me; at least, not before you reach the Paradise.
Marisa - My little Madonna, He has gone.
Our Lady - I know, little Marisa, He left.
Marisa - There are even the saved souls. Mum! You know that every evening I pray you for the
Excellency, the way you use to call him, for your sons, little-sons, little-little-sons, adoptive little-sons,
for all the people who have recommended to your prayers and for the community.
Grandmother Iolanda - But you never prayed for yourself.
Marisa - I am not inspired to pray for myself, but I know some other people who pray for me. If my
mission is to suffer, is nothing else to do.
Can I say hello to mum? Bye, mummy.
Our Lady - My dear children, I thank you once again. Please keep on loving each other, at least you,
don’t stab your Bishop, listen to him, and when he claims for something don’t feel offended, don’t be
proud. Be happy even enduring difficult proofs, even if they are unlikely proofs. Always do God’s
will and say: "My God, I pray, but I want to do it according to your will".
Thank you once again for all that you prepared; it is all so beautiful. I want to stay here with you, I
will during the Holy Mass; I stay close to the Bishop.
Pray, participate at the Holy Mass with all your heart and pray for those who have betrayed, for those
who cannot come because they are too far away. Pray for your children, for your parents.
Thank you for the feast that you have prepared for your Mother, please, permit me to congratulate the
one who accepted this mission since many years, since she was a little girl, Marisa, and I thank also
the Bishop who said yes, together with little Marisa, in the past 1973.
Marisa - Sometimes I remember and I say, I confess: "If that day we had not said yes, probably we
wouldn’t have suffered so much". It is ok. The little-sons tease me because it seems that I want to be
hard with you and finally I always say yes. I have to say it, you are the Mother of God.
Our Lady - Do we say altogether an "Our Father"?
Together with my and your Bishop I bless you, all of yours who are far away, the children, your
sacred articles. I bring you all tight to my Heart and I cover you with my maternal mantle. Go in the
peace of God the Father, God the Son, God the Holy Spirit. Praised be Jesus Christ.
Marisa - Bye-bye.
Our Lady - Praised be Jesus Christ, my dear children.
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